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The PDP is an intensive five day course structured to serve all
built environment practitioners.This course has been
designed to provide an opportunity for public and private
sector employees to study the fundamentals that underpin
property development. A practice orientated assignment in
which candidates have to display workplace proficiency has
to be submitted within three months after classroom
attendance of the course.

Role players within the built environment are analysed
• The developer
• The architect
• The town planner
• The engineers
• The quantity surveyor
• The conveyancer
• The broker/estate agent
• The property manager
• The local authorities
• The valuer
• The banking sector
• The investor
• Listed property funds
• The Government

Property Economics
This programme deals with the development process
regarding residential, commercial and industrial property.
A real life workshop takes you through the practical
structuring of a feasibility study.

• A unique descriptive property terms vocabulary and how
it is applied is included.

• Types of properties
• Property as investment

Property Trends, Marketing and Management
•
•
•
•

Trends analysis
Market analysis
Types of properties
Property management
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Green Buildings
• Intelligent, energy efficient and green buildings
• Passive environmental control

Property Law
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal environment
Immovable property law
Contract law
Property sales
Property leasing
Conveyancing of property
Municipal rates and taxes

Property Valuations

A certificate of completion is issued to delegates who have
taken part in the knowledge survey and completed the
assignment successfully. A certificate of attendance is issued
to other delegates. In terms of the Higher Education Quality
Committee (HEQC) Framework for Delegated Functions,
Higher Education Institutions (HEI) have the authority to
quality assure its own Short Learning Programmes (SLPs)
and the certification is thus also SAQA compliant.

The course is structured to benefit both private and public
sector delegates who are tasked with the development,
upgrading and management of properties.

• Basic concepts
• Methodology
• Non-market properties

Property Development Process
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development process
Town planning scheme
Case study
Feasibility analysis
Investment process
Cash flow

Time Value of Money
•
•
•
•

Applications
Measures
Loan repayments
Calculations

Property Finance and Risk
• Methods, sources and risks
• Financing process

As part of our ongoing quality assurance, candidates take
part in the following:
• A short open book “Knowledge Gained Survey” on the
final day of the programme.
• Compilation and submission of a practical and own
workplace applicable assignment three months after
completion of the course.
• The course content is extensive, but delegates receive
comprehensive study material for utilisation when
preparing the assignment, and to support future career
development.

• Excellent & focussed.
• Very enriching and information. All the lecturers have great
insight.
• The course is very practical and gave me a good all over
understanding of property development.
• It was very informative and it presented all the diverse topics
within the industry.
• Applies the teachings practically and gives content of SA
economics.
• Content diversity and applicability.
• Real scenario’s used.
• It was user friendly and easy to understand.
• Attention to detail helped in understanding concepts very
well.
• The way it was presented to us, made me love the industry
even more.
• The entire course was very informative and eye opening to
me as somebody entering this industry.

